
OBA, OCA, SPA, OTA, SEAHORSE, SEA URCHIN WAGONS
PROTOTYPE NOTES : 
OBA : built in two overlapping Lots (3909 & 3930) of 500 & 300 during 1977-79. The 
main difference was the springs. Lot 3909 had conventional leaf springs (included as a 
separate item on wheel unit moulding) & 3930 had Bruninghaus parabolic springs. 
Many 3909 wagons were fitted with Brun. springs during 1980-84. The other variations 
are the door stops - round or square, and equal or unequal spacing of the 1st and 3rd 
pairs of hinges and door springs (Both Lots have this variation - on the later wagons). 
In 1982, 30 wagons were sold to BNFL as skip wagons (“Freight Only” Vol. 1, p.13), 
and 480 transferred to Dept. use as ZDA BASS ( all from Lot 3909). The remainder of 
this Lot went to the C.M & E.E.Dept. to carry HST spares. Many of Lot 3930 also 
movd to Dept. use. Some wagons were modified to carry concrete blocks from 
Knottingley (See below). Two had their sides & ends removed to carry loco bogies 
from Laira (ZVA). There was one hooded OEA 110793 (“Freight Only” Vol. 3, p.114).
From 1991, there were further rebuilds to Sea Urchin fixed side ballast /spoil wagons. 
These commenced, it is believed, with four wagons bulit by Marcroft (Stoke) in July 
1991. DC110231 was one of these. 
OCA : Introduced in 1979 with SPA type bodies, but still with wood floors.There were 
400 wagons (Lot 4014), by 1987, only 120 remained in revenue use plus 125 converted 
to OTA Timber wagons The remaining 155 were transferred to Dept. use as ZDA 
BASS. ADC112022/23 were used for Railstores to/from Laira. 
SPA : About 1500 were built from 1978, to carry steelplate etc. with battens on the floor 
to enable forklifts to reach under the load, By 1987, 622 remained in revenue stock, 
plus 50 with sides removed to carry coiled rod, coded SKA, and 16 coded SDA for 
coiled steel. (460000/1 were prototypes that never ran as SPAs). 
Under EWS ownership, wagons were returned to revenue stock, leading to a uniform 
livery (on repainted wagons!) and using revenue codes (not rebodied ZCA types).
USE  OF  WAGONS : OBA/OCA - timber, paper rolls, barrier wagons, bricks, tiles etc. 
SPA — steel plate, light military vehicles etc. ZAA/ZDA — sleepers,concrete 
products, pre-assembled turnout components. ZCA Seahorse/Urchin — new ballast or 
sometimes spoil/spent ballast.
BIBLIOGRAPHY   :  Rolling Stock Recognition Vol.2 (Ian Allan), BR Wagons Vol. 1 
(OPC), British Railways Wagons (D & C), Britsh Railfreight Today (Janes), Freight 
Only Vol. 1 (Silver Link - see pages 3,17, 35, 48 for layout inspiration),  + Vols. 2/3.  
See also OTA instructions.
“BR Air-braked Stock No.2 — Vols. 1  & 2” (Cheona) have useful photos of OTAs & 
Seahorse/Urchins (some of the OTA livery/usage descriptions are incorrect).

ASSEMBLY - 
BODY : Before commencing assembly (OBA only), the cutouts in the bottom edge of 
the sides should be modified as in the diagram for the brake levers. Ensure that the 
side altered for the long brake lever is fitted to the floor with the end 'A' of floor on the 
right when the correct way up. Fit the ends and sides round the floor. The sides fit 
against the floor with the ridge at the bottom of the door dividers * resting on the top 
edge of the floor. Allow to dry. A feature of the OBA is the outward lean of the ends 
caused by loads during heavy shunting, if desired the ends can be given a slight lean.
The rebate on the back of the Sea Urchin sides fits against the edge of the floor.
WHEEL UNITS : If you are using screw/3-link couplings, cut off the Hornby coupling 

mounting from both units. Fit the brake discs to the wheels - if using Gibson wheels cut 
off the 3 cone shaped projections on the back of the discs before fitting them. Paint 
them silver and when dry tone it down by lightly overpainting with track colour. Fit 
brass bearings, then apply solvent to both sides of the 'V' joint and fold up the 'W' irons 
with the wheels between them. Hold the 'W' irons in place with rubber bands, so that 
the bearings press tightly against the axle ends. Apply a little more solvent to the inside 
of the folds and leave to set, preferably overnight. (OBA - to fit the earlier springs, file 
away the Brun. springs before assembly & fit the others in their place.) 
UNDERFRAME :  (NOTE - only one is required of the following - long/short brake 
levers, air tank, small tank, air cylinder/hanger, brake C/O levers). On the Sea Urchin 
underframe remove the vertical ribs on the the solebars that coincide with the bottom of the 
stanchions on the sides. Fit the solebars to the underside of the floor, these locate on the 
back of the ends, and outside the two small ribs near the edge of the floor. Add the 
details as per diagrams, ensure that the end 'A' of the floor is at the end shown. The 
point 'y' on the short brake lever is exactly on the centre line on the SPA and 2mm to 
the right on the OBA/OCA. Note that the point 'x' on the long brake lever is opposite 
the  point  'y'  on  the  short  brake  lever.  If  using  Hornby  couplings  fit  them  to  the

mounting plate & join it to the spacer, then to the ends of the wheel units. Remove the 
rubber bands, if necessary the 'W' iron can be gently eased outwards to allow the wheels 
to run freely. Fit the wheel units to the floor using a minimum of solvent applied to the 
fixing holes in the floor. It may be easier to use polystyrene cement or epoxy for this. 
Fit the small tank to the 2 ribs on the floor and the hanger for the air cylinder in the 
square on the floor, then fit the cylinder to the hanger the ends of which fit in the 
groove on the cylinder. Fit the buffers and extension pieces. When the wheel unit 
mounting pins are secure, the spring can be fitted to the inner ends of the wheel units. 
When the wheels are in line, the spring should apply slight tension to the wheel units. 
Remove if necessary and adjust carefully by either squashing the sides of the end loops 
to lengthen the spring as 'A', or the end of the loop to shorten it as 'B'. Do not separate 
the coils. OBA: fit 8 door springs (separate moulding) each side on the bottom edge of  
the sides, in line with the door stops. SPA: assembly of solebar components is as above, 
except for the difference in position of the brakelevers (N.B. use the solebars on the 
SPA body moulding) .

LIVERY (pre EWS) : OBA/ZDA - BR Freight Maroon (Precision Paints B141M). This 
weathered to varying shades of brown. Replaced planks were frequently a different 
colour. Inside, dark grey; solebars & below, black (or track colour). Some were 
Railfreight Red (B181M) & grey(P182M) - bottom three planks of sides. As ZDA, the 
‘Maroon’ livery was retained until painted yellow/grey - top 2 planks yellow. The C.M. 
& E.E. wagons were olive green.  ZDAs were sometimes found in revenue timber 
trains (Chichester Jan ‘89 - DC110685). OCA & SPA - B.R.R/freight Red (B181M) 
body, which weathered to a variable pink & rust. Underframe, and inside of body black. 
ZDA/ZAAs also had this livery usually with the 'Railfreight' panel painted out.  Some 
of these received yellow/grey livery. ZDA (OCA) - the yellow was about 1/4 of the side 
in height. The grey was darker than that on Turbots. Humbrol Matt 66 is similar, but a 
little too dark. Sample Nos. DC112121/37/42, DC460158; ZAA (SPA) - 2/5 yellow, 3/5 
grey, with PIKE in black on the yellow between the central pair of ribs on the middle 
door. Wagons which had red interiors such as DC460002, often retained this, even 
though the outside was yellow/grey. Also the door posts, which are removed to unload 
sleepers, got mixed up & red posts were seen on y/g wagons. Usually on all liveries and 
types of wagon, lamp brackets (on ends), brake lever ends and brake C/O levers were 
white; also sometimes the 'step' (leverage point for shunters' pole when applying 
brakes) was white . See overleaf for OTA, & Seahorse/Sea Urchin body liveries.

This kit  requires Alan Gibson,  or Romford 12mm 3-hole or Disc wheels and 
bearings. “RTR” makers’ wheels are not recommended. Brake Discs are included.   
Transfers: Modelmaster sheet  4906 & 4869 (R/fr. panels) * rev. 20/09/08
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SEA URCHIN

 Transfers:   CT2 (includes OBA, OCA, OTA, SPA) formerly made by us, is available from 
Modelmaster, ref. no. 4866, as is the CT4 Departmental Wagon sheet, ref. no. 4867
*

NOTE: C/O Levers are now on the wheel unit moulding 
– ‘a’ is the one near the oblong coupling block.


